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Pontoise Swimming Pool 

"Swimming at Night"

Swimming at midnight right in Paris is possible! The Pontoise swimming

pool, located near Boulevard Saint-Germain in the heart of the capital,

offers this possibility thanks to late night openings from Monday to Friday.

The swimming pool dates from the 1930s and is listed as Historical

Monument. It is one of the most beautiful and famous pools in Paris. There

is a 33-meter (108-foot) long pool, and there are individual cabins over two

floors, and all of this is covered by a glass roof providing natural light.

Besides water activities, you can enjoy squash classes, a body building

space, and a sauna. The night ticket (from 8p) provides access to the pool

and all other spaces. After your sporting efforts, you can relax at the bar.

 +33 1 5542 7788  www.paris.fr/equipements

/piscine-pontoise-2918

 contact@lequartiersport.fr  17 rue de Pontoise, Paris
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Club Med Gym République 

"Rejuvenated You!"

Located in the 3rd Arrondissement, Club Med Gym République is an ideal

place to rejuvenate yourself. The updated and modern equipment is

perfect for a great workout. The various activities consist of toning, body

building, shelf cardio and swimming to name a few. You may also want to

try their aqua jogging. The sauna and hammam rooms will make you feel

special! Check out the website for detailed information on all their

services.

 +33 1 4700 6998  www.cmgsportsclub.com/

clubs/one/republique

 clubserviceadherent@cmg

sportsclub.com

 2 rue du Faubourg du

Temple, Paris
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L'Usine Club de Sport 

"Sports & Wellness Haven"

L'Usine Club de Sport in the 2nd Arrondissement of Paris is a sports club

which offers several benefits to its members. Apart from the state-of-the-

art gym facilities, many activities are organized here. Group workouts like

circuit training, kick boxing, pilates, yoga, kung fu and many more are

arranged so that the members have fun while getting fitter. With its

convenient opening hours and the numerous facilities it provides, L'Usine

Club de Sport truly is a haven for sports and wellness.

 +33 1 4266 3030  www.usinesportsclub.com/  8 Rue de la Michodière, Paris
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Piscine Joséphine Baker 

"More Paris Plage Than Paris Plage Itself"

Each summer, Parisians and tourists can enjoy the sand, palm trees, and

beach umbrellas installed along the banks of the Seine - but the river is

much too murky and dirty for swimming. Enter Piscine Joséphine Baker to

the rescue. The public pool, which can be found in the 13th

arrondissement on a boat floating on the Seine, makes it nearly possible

to really swim in the river. The boat boasts a retractable roof, swimming

and wading pools, a sauna and hot tub, and plenty of deck space for

sunbathing.

 +33 1 5661 9650  www.piscine-baker.fr/  21 quai François Mauriac, Paris
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Ken Club 

"The Complete Health Club"

Spread across 1,700 square meters (18,298.65 square feet), Ken Club is a

premium health club that offers top-notch facilities for fitness enthusiasts

and sport lovers. Find the best equipment and well furnished gym, a well

maintained swimming pool, spa, and sauna here. You can also take up

aqua-fitness training programs at this club. Yoga classes are conducted at

the club as well. It is also home to a restaurant that serves healthy meals.

 +33 1 4647 4141  www.kenclub.com/  desk@kenclub.com  100 Avenue du Président

Kennedy, Paris
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